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The PowerScore LSAT Logic Games Workbookâ„¢ is the ideal companion to the PowerScore Logic
Games Bibleâ„¢, providing an array of tools to help you master LSAT games. First, the book
presents multiple drills to reinforce the concepts and approaches learned in the Logic Games Bible,
developing your ability to quickly recognize and understand various game rules, situations, and
concepts. Next, the Workbook challenges you with a variety of real LSAT Logic Games, including a
discussion of the optimal setup for each game, with every rule and important logical inference
discussed and diagrammed, and all of the questions answered and explained. (note: to avoid any
redundancy, none of the games or drills in this book overlap with any of those that appear in the
Logic Games Bible)
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I bought this book for more LG practice, especially after reading how pointless the "setup book" is!I
would like to say that I never purchased the Set-up book so I can't attest to its worth. This workbook
however is great, it is just more drills and games. It is necessary to first work through the logic
games bible however in order to understand the explanations and general comments. The first half
are drills, then there are 10 individual games then 5 "real LSAT sections" totaling 20 games for a
grand total of 30 games! It is a must if you need additional help with the LG section and can benefit
from seeing their setup and full explanation.

I highly recommend this workbook for anyone who is struggling with the Logic Games section of the
LSAT. I bought the Powerscore Logic Games Bible and went through the entire book from start to
finish, but still could only complete 2 out of the 4 games in each of my practice tests (my average
score for the LG sections was 12-15, while I scored 20-24 on the LR and RC sections). About three
weeks before the LSAT, I bought this Logic Games workbook as a last attempt to improve my Logic
Games score. I started from the beginning and completed the entire workbook, drills and all. I began
to notice an improvement when I got to the practice problems and by the time I completed the entire
timed sections I was able to complete almost every question with 100% accuracy. When I took the
actual LSAT (October 2011), I finished the entire Logic Games section and only missed one
question - it turned out to be my best section! My final LSAT score was a 169 - about 9 points higher
than my average practice test score before I bought this workbook! Because of my LSAT score, I
received application fee waivers from over twenty law schools, which more than made up for the
money I spent on the workbook. It is definitely worth the money if the LG section is something that
you are having trouble with!

I had previously bought the Logic Games Bible and worked through it cover to cover, yet found
myself needing more repetition. The workbook allows for just that, logic game after logic game to
hone skills introduced in the Games Bible and to build up your rhythm in attacking each game as
well as confidence in facing them. I would almost say that this book is necessary if you're working
with the Games Bible, but especially so if you find yourself, like me, needing some more time
reinforcing concepts and gaining familiarity with how to go about working with these brain teasers. I
recommend this very, very highly!

I got this book thinking that it was a book of practice logic games to be used in addition to the big
book. I was wrong. Still not 100% sure exactly that it's for. It was only about 5-10% games and then
the rest was REALLY nit-picky details of how to diagram and solve. I guess it's an aid for if you're
having problems understanding their Logic Games Bible? I don't know.....(I'd already bought the
Kaplan LSAT workbook and wanted more logic games to practice. This is not what I wanted.)

I actually did not like these books. They took a really long time to go through and didn't help me
much. It's a lot of theory on how think about the LSAT but for me what I need was practical
application, because I think everyone learns differently and this book was not the way I learn. I liked

the Kaplan LSAT 180 much better, and just doing practice old LSATs

It provides more practice base on the skills from the logic game bible.It's good to practice with it.You
don't have to worry about your memory ability while you're studying reasoning or reading part.I just
use this book from time to time when I study reasonning and reading.Even if you learn the great
skills to attact logic games, if you don't use it, You'll lose it.

I dreaded the Logic Games the first time I took the LSAT and did terribly on that section, but I picked
up this book when I decided to give the exam another go. After reading so many great reviews, I
gave it a try and by the end of it, I looked forward to doing more practice games - they are now my
favorite section on the LSAT and I ace every one. The workbook is good to go with the Bible
because it gives you the extra practice that is definitely necessary. The way to learn Logic Games is
practice, practice, practice, and this book lets you do that.

This workbook provides additional review and practice for those needing extra help on the logic
games portion of the LSAT. The workbook uses logic games from previous official LSAT exams and
gives detailed explanations of the answers. It is a great supplement.
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